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Abstract 

 

 

South African producer wineries/co-operatives 

 

“co-operative winery.... a joint venture owned by a number of different 

members who have the advantage for their members of pooling 

winemaking, costs and marketing.” – Oxford Companion to Wine 

 

The global wine market is becoming increasingly more competitive. It is becoming more difficult for 

smaller players to produce wine cost-effectively and to compete in the tough economic environment. 

In many ways it is cheaper to buy quality wine in bulk than to produce it in a small winery.  

 

Producer wineries are in a unique position where they are not only able to supply the volumes 

required, but also at a good quality and price level. Due to the increase in demand of retailers and 

their role in the market, producer wineries have become key players in the wine market. With the 

economy of scale that producer wineries have to their benefit, as well as an increase in the quality of 

wine produced, producer wineries are quickly becoming the most important players in the global wine 

industry.  

 

Retailers have become an integral part of the wine industry landscape.  To cater for their customers’ 

huge demand, they require large volumes of wine and only entities that produce large volumes of wine 

can deal with this demand. Co-operatives or producer wineries fit right into this spectrum. In addition, 

retailers make abundant use of modern supply chain management and quality management systems 

and they demand the same from their suppliers. Again producer wineries have an advantage, because 

they often have the right quality control systems and staffing in place to implement these strict 

systems and processes. The retail market can also be quite specific with particular vintage, variety 

and style preferences. In this paper I will focus on producer wineries and analyse how they align their 

business strategies and processes to these changes.1 
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Section 1 

 

Chapter 1 

 

Introduction                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                     

 

For the purpose of this paper producer wineries and co-operative cellars are grouped as one type of 

institution. Some co-operative cellars have recently converted to a company under the new 

Companies Act (Act 71 of 2008) and operate only as closed company producer wineries and not as 

co-operatives per se. I will not make the distinction and collectively refer to both of these entities as 

producer wineries. Transformed co-operatives or producer wineries still function largely as co-

operatives in the sense that they are still jointly-owned, democratically governed and non-profit-driven 

organisations.  

 

The traditional co-operative winery model, however, is slowly disappearing and producer wineries are 

increasingly focussing on good quality packaged product. A business that is centred solely round the 

bulk-wine trade is no longer viable as producers are often the “last in line” when it comes to Rand and 

cent. Producers are at the mercy of large wine corporations that own the brands on the supermarket 

shelf. The shelf-price determines what is paid to the grower and in recent economic times there has 

not been much room for an increase in wine sold in the off-consumption markets.1 Bulk wine prices 

have remained largely constant over the past 5 to 7 years despite increased operating costs. Global 

economic pressure is at its peak, electricity costs have almost doubled, fuel prices rise monthly and 

yet farmers are not getting more money for their grapes. Quality wine production therefore had to 

increase dramatically, with larger wineries investing in modern equipment and systems, well-trained 

young winemakers and quality certification. This quality shift has added to the already tough 

competitive environment.  
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An analysis of producer wineries must account for their long tradition and their business principles. 

The legally manifested business goal of nurturing their members is one of the best characteristics of 

producer wineries (LAURINKARI/BRAZDA 1990). Their main function is to support their members in 

making their own businesses more profitable and more sustainable. One quarter to one third of global 

wine is made by producer wineries. Old world Europe accounts for almost half of global wine 

production and this wine is made mostly by producer wineries.1 

 

Large retail outlets, corporate wine companies and bulk merchants are the three main determining 

factors of bulk wine pricing. All of these players make some degree of profit through the sale of wines, 

but the wine more often than not goes straight from the producer winery to the bottling line where only 

money and paperwork ever change hands. Many of these negotiations are not long term and can 

often be to the detriment of producer wineries. Ultimately the producer suffers and incentive to grow 

grapes falls by the wayside. The uprooting of vines in all vine-growing regions is commonplace, 

because in many cases it is no longer profitable to farm with grapes. The only fail-safe that producer 

wineries have is the scale that they provide. Scale can bring cost-effectiveness and a competitive 

advantage. 

 

Many producer wineries are looking at merging with others in order to remain competitive in this 

changing environment. Integrating resources, marketing, logistics and warehousing can see a 

producer winery suddenly become an important force as opposed to competing on its own. Many 

producer wineries have a strong tradition and rich history with its members and region and are 

opposed to merging outright with other wineries. The structural change in the co-operative landscape 

is, however, here to stay and wineries will simply need to adapt or die. Local, South African examples 

of these mergers are, among others, Uni-Wines in Rawsonville, Bonnievale Winery in Bonnievale and 

Orange River Cellars in Upington. 
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Many of the co-operative or producer winery boards are not equipped to deal with these structural 

changes. Most of these boards will consist of growers with a farming background and no real expertise 

in the constantly changing wine market. In large part they will not be able to influence or slow the 

structural change. In the interim it is more practical to enhance the performance of these producer 

wineries. At least three groups of factors are influential: i) development of the business environment, ii) 

the members of the producer wineries, and iii) production-oriented specifics of producer wineries. 

There is a direct relationship between the ability of producer wineries to steer the whole production 

process and the success of the winery (HANF/SCHWEIKERT 2007). Producer wineries should 

therefore shift their focus to what gives them the upper hand: scale, volume and value.1 

 

Notes: 

 

 This report only includes data up to the end of 2013 and is therefore limited to a degree. 

The global wine industry is a constantly changing environment and is currently at a turn-

point. Thus, some of the data included in this report might be less relevant in future. 

 During research done for this paper, it became evident that there exists a lack of proper 

data and information on producer wineries or co-operatives in general. 

 Paragraphs and imagery without number references refer to the authors own 

interpretations. 

 

Figure A:  Production chain of producer wineries 
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Section 2 

Chapter 1 

 

General overview 

1.1 Producer wineries (co-operatives) internationally 

 

1.1.1)  France’s caves cooperatives 

 

Producer wineries in France have a long and very important role in the local industry. Over half of the 

wine produced is co-operative produce and over half of the total area of vineyards planted belongs to 

its members. In the mid 1990s almost half of French vine-growers belonged to a producer winery, but 

numbers are in steady decline as amalgamations become more common and the EU “vine pull 

scheme” has its effects. Overall, French producer wineries are in decline despite there being over 850 

producer wineries in the early 2000s. Producer wineries still play a vital role in the local industry of the 

Lanquedoc and Roussillon. Other regions include the Rhône valley, Provence, Corsica and Turckheim 

in Alsace. In many regions, the Lanquedoc in particular, politics and la caves go hand in hand. These 

wineries are often distinguished by political orientation.2 Often, because of the amalgamation, the 

members of the producer wineries in these regions often face extreme difficulties in delivering grapes 

to the winery. In some cases wineries had closed down, forcing its farmers to tractor their crop over 

long distances to the next producer winery since his winery had been bought out or incorporated into a 

larger producer winery. Some producer wineries produce appellation controlée wines, despite their 

speciality being vins de pays or table wine.5 These wineries predominantly feed the bulk market. 

 

The average quality of producer wineries improved over the last 20 years as they have been 

particularly successful in targeting flying winemakers. An influx of young, trained winemakers, new 

world wine-making techniques and a more modernised approach has seen these producer wineries 

become increasingly more competitive. Some excellent value-for-money wines are produced in these 

regions. Unfortunately, the Vin de Pays wines compete with the rest of the wine-producing world and 

do not possess the same prestige as other top regions in France and the rest of Europe. Marketing 

and sales still remain some of the biggest obstacles for these wineries. As in most other countries, it is 

always the producer who suffers most. 
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1.1.2)  Germany’s Winzergenossenschaften 

 

Producer wineries in Germany have played a significant role for almost 150 years since the first major 

co-operative was established in the AHR in 1869. Overall, 40% of Germany’s working class belong to 

a producer winery in some way. It plays an important role in the German economy, as well as in terms 

of social development. In German history it is recorded that producer wineries offered smallholders the 

chance to compete in the more quality-driven wine market of the late 19th century. Nearly two thirds 

(almost 58000) of German vine-growers belong to a local producer winery, although their vineyards 

collectively represent only a third of total vine plantings.7 At times, owning a vineyard is a part-time 

exercise and quite small (less than 1ha) where the upkeep is a weekend family activity. Only about 

2000 growers own more than 10ha of vineyard. Nearly all of the 13 wine-growing regions in Germany 

have a Zentralkellerei or central winery where grapes, wine or must is delivered from local producer 

wineries. In Germany, producer wineries are divided into two main groups, namely primary “wet” 

producer wineries and “dry” producer wineries. These “wet” wineries are active on a limited local or 

regional market and referred to as “Local Heroes’. The first category of “wet” producer wineries has 

created a very high consumer preference for their products in local markets and they often control the 

predominant part of the local vineyards. Those in the second category of “dry” producer wineries have 

established a brand with the name of their village or community. Such products vary widely in quality 

and are often positioned in the middle and upper quality segment in the specialised retail and the 

restaurant branch. The third category consists of bigger producer wineries that are positioned both in 

the middle and upper quality segments and are active in the price-dominated retail and bulk-wine 

competition. A secondary “central winery” has been established in both of the wine-growing regions of 

Baden and Württemberg in the south-west of the country. Here there are more than 68 non-wine-

producing wineries (“dry” producer wineries). For them, “central wineries” function as the winemaking 

unit so that the “dry” producer wineries only have to collect the grapes of their wine growers and 

deliver the grapes of the entire vintage. Another task of the “central winery” is to stabilise the supply. 

Therefore, many of the producer wineries with their own vinification (“wet” producer wineries) deliver a 

contractual share of bulk wine from their vintage.5 
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In 2005 there were 223 primary producer wineries and 2 secondary producer wineries in Germany. 

Only 135 of the primary producer wineries possessed their own vinification facilities. The co-operative 

system is particularly strong in the regions of Baden and Würtemberg where more than 150 producer 

wineries can be found. The most significant is the Badischer Winzerkellerei in Breisach on the banks 

of the Rhein and French-German border. The winery has a capacity to store over 160 million litres of 

wine, making it one of the largest wineries in the world. The WZG winery in Ludwigsburg, just north of 

Stuttgart, is regarded as the biggest in the Würtemberg region and plays an enormously significant 

role in the local industry. Many producer wineries in Germany have managed to bridge the quality vs. 

quantity gap by bottling small volumes of premium wine. Membership in many of these producer 

wineries is widespread and as a result is integrated into the culture and existence of the particular 

region. In the regions of Baden, Württemberg, and Franken in particular, where grape production is 

dominated by part-time viticulturists, membership in producer wineries is widespread. In those regions, 

producer wineries hold a market share of nearly 75%.5 

 

Interestingly, in regions where producer wineries have been traditionally underrepresented 

(Rheinhessen, Pfalz, and Mosel), wine growers recently turned toward the producer wineries, 

indicating that these wineries are a successful alternative to the bulk-wine market.5 In Germany, the 

growers and members of these producer wineries are typically loyal to the produce of their winery. 1,5 

Lately, there has been a trend towards establishing “new” producer wineries and a strong move 

towards merging already established producer wineries. As the retail market becomes more 

competitive and attractive, smaller producer wineries have realised that by merging assets they are 

more competitive in terms of what they can offer their clients. In retail, scale and guarantee of supply 

is vital and larger producer wineries can provide just that. Retailers are also often looking for wines 

with specific varieties, styles or regions. Big wineries can meet this demand with both price/quality 

ratio and volume supply. Producer wineries have not only merged for the obvious benefits, but also 

due to pressure from external factors. The 2011/2012 vintages in Germany have been particularly 

small and crippling to many producers. By pooling logistics, energy and warehousing, and expanding 

on volume, these producer wineries can now survive and compete more effectively.5  
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Over the decade starting 2001, producer wineries in Baden-Würtemberg (which houses roughly 70% 

of the country’s producer wineries) have decreased by almost 25%, although co-operative vineyard 

plantings in the region increased during the same period. In Germany overall, producer wineries have 

decreased from 500 in the 1970s to 300 in the mid-1990s, to fewer than 200 in 2010/2011. This trend 

is largely attributed to mergers observed during the last three decades. In some instances there have 

also been mergers between wineries located in different regions. Other producer wineries have 

merged with smaller wineries or estates in order to utilise these as the “face of the brand”. There is 

much debate regarding the image a producer winery conjures on the supermarket shelf. In many 

cases it is regarded as a “lesser” product. Larger wineries have merged with these smaller wineries as 

an offset-point for their more premium products, but have remained mostly distanced from these 

estates. There are, however, a select few that wish to remain small and independent. These are 

typically smaller producer wineries with a particular brand profile functioning as a small estate. In 

general it is estimated that this structural change will continue in the German industry and is welcomed 

by most producers due to visible advantages.1 
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Figure B: Map showing the regions of Baden-Wűrtemberg, 

Germany (Source: www.vineyardbrands.com)35 
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1.1.3)  Italy’s Cantina Sociale 

 

Italian producer wineries account for over 60% of the total production in Italy. Virtually every corner of 

the Italian peninsula is planted with grapes, making producer wineries extremely important to their 

industry. Italy has more area under vine than any other wine producing country in the world. It is no 

easy task finding a home for enough grapes to match Italy’s annual produce of as much as 60 million 

hectolitres. EU policies and political connections or the lack thereof has played an important role with 

Cantina Sociales in the past. Wine-producing communities had to pool together to enable them to 

exist and survive economically. As EU subsidies slowly decline it has become increasingly difficult to 

manage quality. As a result, commercial viability of the producer wineries are at risk. The Cantina 

Sociale is particularly important in the Trentino Alto Adige. In Emilia-Romagna, the Reunite co-

operative was famous in the early 1980s for the Lambrusco craze that took the USA and other world 

markets by storm. Vineyards are often impossibly small and fragmented with traditional local varieties 

still dominating. In Alto Adige, about 70% of the wine is produced by only 14 producer wineries. Wine 

quality, as in most other regions, varies, but the quality wines produced by these producer wineries 

are ranked amongst the best in the world. Consequently, most of the producer wineries in the region 

are prospering. Two main factors influence this positive trend: closely monitoring member vineyard 

practices and requiring that all grapes are delivered to the producer winery to ensure that the good 

and the bad quality grapes are delivered to the winery. The success of the producer wineries 

combined with the smaller size of the vineyards makes these vineyard plots some of the most 

expensive property in the world.5, 7 
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1.1.4)  Spain and Portugal 

 

In the Spanish and Portuguese wine-growing regions, producer wineries are extremely important as 

grapes are often grown alongside other crops. In Spain there are about 1000 active producer wineries. 

Unfortunately only about 10-15% of wine produced is ever bottled. The bulk of the co-operative 

produce is for distillation purposes and the rest is sold in bulk. The local Airén grape occupies virtually 

25% of total plantings in Spain and is widely used as base wine for the Spanish brandies and low 

quality white table wine for local eateries and bars. In most Spanish wine regions, producer wineries 

are a large part of the industry with the exception of Rioja where producer wineries only constitute 

about 40% of the local produce. The Yecla and Jumilla regions near Alicante are known for using 

modern wine-making equipment and expertise, ranking their producer wineries far above average.  

 

Currently there are 90 functioning producer wineries in Portugal with 32000 active members producing 

over 3 million hectolitres of wine (almost half of the total production in Portugal). The three most 

important regions for producer wineries are Beiras, Lisbon and the Douro. The region of Beiras has 

the largest number of producer wineries.4 In the Dão region in Central-Portugal, government has 

passed legislation giving producer wineries exclusive access to grapes. Private firms and wine 

companies were effectively forced to buy ready-made wine from local producer wineries ensuring their 

livelihood and survival. In 1989, the laws were overturned as it was incompatible with EU legislation. 

Hygiene, poor infrastructure and quality of wine were some of the most common obstacles faced by 

these wineries in the past. New trends have seen a more modern approach to winemaking with 

producers investing in French oak and alternatives. Fresher, fruitier and younger, modern styles of 

wine have replaced traditional wine-making of the past.5, 6 
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Figure C: Map of Portugal’s Wine regions indicating the Douro region 

in the central part of the country 

(Source:www.winebear.com)36 
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1.1.5)  Australia and New Zealand 

 

In the Riverland irrigation region of South Australia, the most productive of the wine-growing regions, 

producer wineries are abundant and merged with some of the biggest wine-producing companies in 

the world. South Australia accounts for over 30% of the nation’s total crush. In the past, multi-purpose 

varieties such as Muscat and Sultana were widely planted along the Murray River, but they have since 

been replaced by more popular grape varieties such as Cabernet Sauvignon, Shiraz and Chardonnay. 

Viticultural practices are also aimed more towards quality grape production as opposed to maximising 

the tonnage. Partnerships with some of the largest wine companies in the world are widespread in 

South Australia. 

 

In New Zealand the producer side of the wine industry exists in the form of one producer winery only. 

Gisvin Ltd. is a co-operative winery based in Gisborne. Gisvin supplies and services customers 

throughout New Zealand. Some of the bigger customers include Constellation New Zealand (now 

Accolade), Villa Maria and Matua Wines. The company was set up in 2001 mainly to service then 

Constellation NZ, but it was also established to improve quality of produce. Harvested grapes often 

had to be trucked over long distances and for countless hours to be processed in Auckland, Blenheim 

or Hawkes Bay. By establishing a central production base for the farmers in the region, quality was 

improved and clean juice or wine could be trucked to the customer winery. The bulk of the produce is 

still white varieties such as Chardonnay, Sauvignon Blanc and Pinot Gris. Reds constitute less than 

10% of annual production. An average vintage will produce close to 8000 tons of grapes all processed 

at the winery. The winery is made up of only 4 permanent staff, including a GM, cellar manager, 

assistant and quality manager. Winemaking responsibilities are outsourced to a consultant winemaker 

with two cellar hands keeping an eye on operations. Quality control and management systems play an 

important role at the facility. BRC, ISO and HACCP systems are strictly adhered to as well as a local 

system (SWNZ) that can be compared to the local IPW system in South Africa. The member base 

consists of 29 producer-members who are paid by a pool system. Factors determining grape prices 

include balling measured at the winery, tonnage of the grapes, pests and diseases and grape 

exposure. These parameters are also assessed in the vineyard prior to the harvesting of the grapes. 

Producers are only paid when wine is sold to a third party. As much as 90% of wine is sold to local 

wine corporations while 10% of the wine produced is exported in bulk.8 
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Figure D:  Map of New Zealand Wine Regions with Gisborne on the North 

Island’s East Coast (Source: www.vineyardbrands.com)37 
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1.2 South Africa:  History and general overview 

 

1.2.1) KWV and the South African Co-operative history                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                          

 

 

As long ago as 1684 did the “Vryburghers” unite themselves in a type of co-operative by agreeing not 

to sell their wines to the wine buyer under a certain value. Soon the “Kompanjie”  (Government at the 

time) had to jump in. Under leadership of Adam Tas, the Vryburgers handed over their famous 

klachtschrift (charge sheet) to the Governer of the Cape, W.A. van der Stel, who was recalled back 

to Holland as a result.19 

 

By 1909 farmers were battling to survive after a period of all-time lows for wine prices.     

At the turn of the 20th century, after the Cape was incorporated into the newly established Union of 

South Africa, drastic measures had to be taken to rescue a wine industry that was in dire straits. The 

industry was crippled by over-production, war and economic stress. Farmers were competing against 

each other and barely coping in a system where it was almost impossible to survive.19 

 

In an effort to rescue the wine industry, an emergency protest-meeting was arranged in the Cape 

Town City Hall under leadership of attorney C.W.H. Kohler. The “Cape Wine Farmers’ and Wine 

Merchants’ Association” was formed and a resolution was handed over to the Premier by marching 

to the parlement buildings in Cape Town.19 

 

Mr. Kohler’s efforts were to no avail, but the need for an organised body to represent farmers was 

still alive. The idea to establish a large over-seeing co-operative, The Wine-growers Union (De 

Wijnbou Unie), occurred to Mr. Kohler. In 1917 he handed a concept constitution to a committee of 

wine farmers and suggested to name the newly found orginisation; Ko-operatiewe Wijnbou-Unie van 

Suid-Afrika (Co-operative Wine-farming Union of South Africa). After a few amendments, a new 

name, Ko-operatiewe Wijnbouers Vereniging van Zuid Afrika, Beperkt, was accepted on 8 January 

1918.19 
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Figure E:      Charles W. Kohler, first chairman of KWV, 1918    

(Source:www.sahistory.org.za)38 

 

 

 

 

This new body for the wine industry included all wine producers. All wine merchants agreed to buy 

wine from KWV under a pre-negotiated minimum price and KWV agreed to remove all surplus wine 

from the market. Unfortunately the harvest was unexpectedly high in the years that followed, which 

created further complications. Merchants started purchasing wine directly from growers at a cheaper 

price than they were paying at KWV. Growers were also not as loyal to KWV due to ongoing low 

prices that were being realised. It was only until 1924 when (Act No. 5 of 1924) the Act on Control 

and Spirits was accepted, whereby KWV acquired a governing and co-operative role under one 

body. 

The organisation acted as governing body of the South African wine industry for many years up until 

the early 1990s.19 In 1992 the quota system was eliminated. Ever since, wine prices are determined 

by a free market. It was transformed from its co-operative status to a company, KWV Ltd., on 2 

December 2002.2 

 

The establishment of KWV brought stability to the industry both financially and in terms of production 

regulation. Since 1956, KWV controlled quotas for grape production, determined the size of the 

annual crop and plantings and defined bulk wine prices. It acted as a kind of central producer winery 

and offset point for the produce of both wine and grapes. Its objectives were to ensure long-term 

stability for the industry, create a strong and lasting market and maintain a rewarding return for both 

the grower and the organisation. At one stage KWV controlled the majority of the wine business, 

which amounted to about 70% of exports with roughly 5000 members.2  

http://www.sahistory.org.za)36/
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The trasition was highly documented and widely reported on due to its political appeal where KWV 

had to pay R350 million to form SAWIT – The South African Wine Industry Trust. KWV is presently a 

dynamic commercial organisation which markets internationally and has a wide variety of products 

ranging from premium to super premium. In recent years KWV has seen many changes to its 

structure and operation. Many of its assets have been sold off and staff have been reduced 

significantly. KWV is now effectively competing, in a free market, against the producers it once 

governed and protected. 2, 3 

 

 

Figure F:   An artist’s impression of the La Concorde building, KWV,     

Paarl (Source: www.topwinesa.blogspot.com)39 
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1.2.2)   Producer wineries in South Africa 

 

 

Producer wineries are synonymous with the South African wine industry. In 2013 there were 50 

functioning producer wineries in South Africa. Most are situated in the Western Cape with only a few 

in the Northern Cape around Upington, forming the largest producer winery aggregate of Orange 

River Cellar. On average, these producer cellars have a member base of around 61 members with 

the smallest (Stettyn Cellar) having 4 members and the largest (Orange River Cellar) having 890 

members. Although all of these wineries are traditionally producer wineries, only a few still remain 

functioning co-operatives. This is due to a vast movement towards converting to a private company 

owing to changes to both the Co-operative Act and Companies Act. This trend will be explored in 

Section 4 of this paper. More than 50% of these producer wineries were established before the 

1950s with some more than 100 years old. It suffices to say that the landscape of the South African 

wine industry would have been completely different if it weren’t for these producer wineries. Producer 

wineries are a phenomenon of the past, a giant force of the present and will have an even greater 

influence on the future.  

 

 

From a questionnaire I sent out to producer wineries in early 2012, I could establish that the average 

producer winery is structured with one CEO/Manager and 3 winemakers (including a production 

manager and assistant winemaker). In most cases the CEO/Manager would be an ex-winemaker 

with a few years of industry experience. All production, wine and vineyard-related functions would be 

divided between these players. In some cases a viticulturist will also be employed although this is not 

the norm. Most wineries make use of contract viticultural assistance through companies such as 

Vinpro. On average 4 million to 5 million litres of wine, sometimes more, will be handled by each 

winemaker employed. Responsibilities often over-lap, and production is complex and cannot be split 

as clearly and easily.  Vintage-dependent, each producer winery produces 12 million litres of wine on 

average per year. 
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Figure G: Structure of producer wineries 

 

 

 

 

 

 All personnel in the company report to the CEO, who in turn reports to the Board of Directors 

consisting of elected members. 

 The financial manager will be responsible for both the financial aspects of the winery as well as 

managing the pool system on behalf of members. 

 Production, winemaking and viticulture run side-by-side, with the viticulturist and winemaker 

both responsible in advising members in the vineyard. 
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Table A: Wine Cellars per region21 

 

 

 
2003 2004 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 

PRODUCER CELLARS 66 66 65 65 59 58 57 54 52 50 

PRIVATE WINE CELLARS 423 477 495 494 481 504 524 493 505 509 

PRODUCING WHOLESALERS 16 18 21 17 20 23 23 26 25 23 

NUMBER OF WINE CELLARS CRUSHING GRAPES 505 561 581 576 560 585 604 573 582 582 

           
PRODUCER CELLARS PER REGION 2003 2004 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 

Orange River 4 4 4 4 4 4 3 3 3 3 

Olifants River 6 6 5 5 3 3 3 3 3 3 

Malmesbury 5 5 5 5 5 4 4 4 3 2 

Little Karoo 7 7 7 7 6 6 6 4 4 4 

Paarl 10 10 10 10 9 8 8 8 8 7 

Robertson 12 12 12 12 10 10 10 11 10 10 

Stellenbosch 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 

Worcester 20 20 20 20 20 5 5 8 8 8 

Breedekloof           16 16 11 11 11 

TOTAL 66 66 65 65 59 58 57 54 52 50 

           
PRIVATE CELLARS PER REGION 2003 2004 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 

Orange River 5 6 8 8 8 10 9 9 8 10 

Olifants River 16 16 17 15 12 15 15 11 16 14 

Malmesbury 19 23 26 31 31 34 37 33 34 33 

Little Karoo 16 20 18 16 16 16 20 22 24 25 

Paarl 132 149 156 139 141 152 148 128 136 128 

Robertson 41 45 46 51 51 52 58 53 55 54 

Stellenbosch 160 175 173 177 166 170 175 172 171 178 

Worcester 34 43 51 57 56 42 46 49 48 52 

Breedekloof           13 16 16 13 15 

TOTAL 423 477 495 494 481 504 524 493 505 509 
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Figure H: Map of South African Wine regions  

(Source: www.wosa.co.za)40 
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1.2.3)  The vineyard and the grading system 

 

 

Quality in the vineyard is determined by a grading system used across the board for all members. 

Typically, an assessment of all blocks destined for quality wine production will be done during the 

early stages of berry set and again just before harvest during the late stages of ripening. When 

evaluating a vineyard, factors such as shoot positioning, suckering, canopy management, spray 

programs, size of the crop and general vineyard upkeep are taken into account. On average 13 to 14 

tons of grapes are harvested per hectare vineyard by producer members. These figures are slightly 

more for white varieties and slightly lower for reds and are region specific. Vineyards not farmed for 

quality wine are not assessed and will automatically fall into a lower category destined for juice or 

distilling wine. The member will usually have a chance to submit the vineyards which are to be 

assessed.  

 

Typically the grading system will be structured as follows: 

 

 Class 1/Grade A – exceptional quality/historically produces good quality wine 

 Class 2/Grade B – good quality vineyard/good quality wine expected 

 Class 3/Grade C – average vineyard/average wine expected 

 Class 4/Grade D – Rosé class/red grapes not used for red wine 

 Class 5/Grade E – Rebate wine/juice/grape juice concentrate 

 

After being graded the grapes still need to meet certain quality standards in terms of minimum sugar 

level, ripeness etc. Basic analysis such as pH, TA, Balling, temperature and a visual inspection are 

done on arrival at the winery. The aim is for it to serve as final assessment of the quality category. 

Grapes not within these parameters will be declassed to a lower category. The grapes are then 

delivered to the winery and processed collectively with other grapes in the same category. Typically, 

top quality grapes such as Class 1 or 2 will be processed separately in the cellar. The bulk of grapes 

processed, however, fall into the Class 2 or Class 3 category.  

 

Often, with Class 1 or 2 grapes, the history of the vineyard will be taken into account. If a vineyard 

produced good quality grapes or wine in the past, it will be graded higher due to it’s history. 
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Many top producer wineries also focus a small amount of premium crop on quality winemaking. This 

would typically be the Class 1 or Grade A grapes and are destined for the winery’s own label and 

reserve wines. 

 

 

Summary 

 

 

In order for producer wineries to secure a more competitive edge and continued survival, a holistic 

approach needs to be considered. Business strategies from the past have to be changed and aligned 

to fit the very competitive wine environment of this day. Many co-operative principles are beneficial 

and should be preserved whilst incentives to change the mind-set of the producer also need to be 

implemented. Many producer wineries are organised in such a way that the collective cellar is last in 

line, where members can keep the best grapes to sell to the highest bidder and dump the rest in the 

winery’s pool. If producer members have a choice, they will keep the best grapes for themselves 

(putting private interest ahead of collective interest), resulting in only the worst grapes reaching the 

producer wineries; the wines essentially suffer both in the package and in the marketplace.  

 

With no alternative but to sell all their grapes to the producer winery, vineyard owners have an interest 

in raising quality in both their own vineyards and those of other members. This strategy has been 

proven very effective in the Alto Adige region in Italy among others. Competition between producers is 

automatically encouraged whilst collective benefit for the winery is also boosted. If the producer 

wineries don’t improve quality and assure sustainability, they might soon fall into private hands. 

Incentives need to be right, but it will take a few years to implement.1, 7 
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Many growers are also not focussed solely on vine growing and as a result often have mixed farming 

enterprises. Perhaps with more government support and better incentive schemes this can be 

changed; a shift in focus towards quality grape production and overall benefit to the industry could be 

incentivised. Mixed farming currently creates livelihoods for farmers, but a downward slope for 

producer wineries. The apples or pears also cultivated on the farm cannot be more important than the 

grapes when it comes to harvesting at optimum ripeness and quality. Collective interest has to be 

more important than individual interest. There needs to be a clear and common goal that all growers 

strive to achieve. Grape growing should also be more quality focussed instead of quantity driven and 

farms should be rewarded for this. 

 

Education of the grower or producer is also key. With a better understanding of what happens in the 

marketplace, a more conscious approach could be taken in the vineyard. Too often growers simply 

plant the wrong grapes and move the responsibility of selling to the management of the winery. 

 

In economics, reference is often made to Path Dependency - the theory that “you can’t get there from 

here.” The road ahead, in other words, depends on the path you have already taken. The long history 

of producer wineries, both locally and internationally, is undoubtedly important. Some traditions and 

practices might be tough to change and need to be addressed when considering the future. Ultimately, 

different methods need to be found to achieve different results. Albert Einstein once remarked that 

“the true definition of madness is repeating the same action, over and over, hoping for a different 

result.” Perhaps some producer wineries should look closer at what he had to say. Learn from the 

past, but adapt for the future. 
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1.2.4)     Awards and accolades of producer wineries 

 

Over the last number of years there has been an increasing trend for producer wineries to focus more 

on quality wine production, producing their own wine portfolio and premium wine range. When looking 

at accolades and awards received by local South African producer wineries over the last decade, it is 

also evident that these wineries are making some of the wine industry’s leading wines. Some of the 

wine competitions that these wineries compete in annually include: Young Wine Show, Michaelangelo 

International Wine Awards and the Old Mutual Trophy Wine Show. The local Veritas Awards, 

however, is the longest running wine competition in South Africa and is perhaps recognised as the 

benchmark wine competition in South Africa. It is also the only wine competition in South Africa where 

judges are required to have a wine judging certificate from the University of Stellenbosch, a Cape 

Wine Masters Diploma or similar accreditation. The table below lists only the Double Gold and Gold 

awards received by producer wineries over the last five years. A Double Gold is awarded where the 

judging panel reached consensus that the wine should score 18 points out of a maximum 20 or higher. 

Gold is awarded where a wine scores 17 points out of 20. 
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Table B: Veritas Gold and Double Gold awards of producer wineries  

(2009 – 2013)23 

 

Competition 

year Producer winery Double Gold Award Gold Award 

2013 Montagu Cellar Red Muscadel 2012   

2013 Nuy Cellar White Muscadel 2006   

2013 Perdeberg Winery Chenin Blanc 2011   

2013 Windmeul Cellar Chenin Blanc 2013   

2013 Windmeul Cellar Pinotage 2012   

2013 Aan de Doorns Winery   Muscat d'Alexandrie 2012 

2013 Aan de Doorns Winery   Red Muscadel 2012 

2013 Badsberg   Noble Late Harvest 2007 

2013 Badsberg   Chenin Blanc 2013 

2013 Badsberg   Noble Late Harvest 2005 

2013 Badsberg   Red Jerepigo 2012 

2013 Boland Cellar   Merlot 2012 

2013 Boland Cellar   Merlot 2011 

2013 Boland Cellar   Chardonnay 2011 

2013 Goudini Cellar   Chardonnay 2013 

2013 Merwida Cellar   Chardonnay 2013 

2013 Merwida Cellar   White Muscadel 2013 

2013 Nuy Cellar   Red Muscadel 2012 

2013 Nuy Cellar   White Muscadel 2005 

2013 Perdeberg Winery   Weisser Riesling 2011 

2013 Perdeberg Winery   Chenin Blanc 2012 

2013 Perdeberg Winery   Pinotage 2011 

2013 Windmeul Cellar   Sauvignon Blanc 2013 
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Competition 

year Producer winery Double Gold Award Gold Award 

2012 Merwida Cellar Sauvignon Blanc 2012   

2012 Perdeberg Winery 

Cabernet Sauvignon 

2011   

2012 Rooiberg Winery Red Muscadel 2009   

2012 Windmeul Cellar Pinotage 2011   

2012 Windmeul Cellar Sauvignon Blanc 2012   

2012 Badsberg Cellar   Red Jerepigo 2011 

2012 Badsberg Cellar   Red Muscadel 2011 

2012 Boland Cellar   Merlot 2009 

2012 Calitzdorp Cellar   Hanepoot 2010 

2012 Calitzdorp Cellar   Red Muscadel N/V 

2012 Klawer Cellar   Hanepoot 2009 

2012 Klawer Cellar   Viognier 2011 

2012 Nuy Cellar   Red Muscadel 2011 

2012 Nuy Cellar   Red Muscadel 2010 

2012 Nuy Cellar   Red Muscadel 1998 

2012 Nuy Cellar   White Muscadel 2005 

2012 Nuy Cellar   White Muscadel 1997 

2012 Perdeberg Winery   Chenin Blanc 2012 

2012 Perdeberg Winery   MCC 2009 

2012 Robertson Winery   Sauvignon Blanc 2009 
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Competition 

year Producer winery Double Gold Award Gold Award 

2011 Nuy Cellar Red Muscadel 1989   

2011 Nuy Cellar White Muscadel 2007   

2011 Windmeul Cellar Pinotage 2010   

2011 Badsberg Cellar   

Special Late Harvest 

2010 

2011 Boland Cellar   Merlot 2001 

2011 Boland Cellar   Merlot 2009 

2011 Boland Cellar   Pinotage 2009 

2011 Boland Cellar   White Muscadel 1996 

2011 Calitzdorp Cellar   Touriga Nacional 2010 

2011 Merwida Cellar   Sauvignon Blanc 2011 

2011 Nuy Cellar   Chenin Blanc 2011 

2011 Nuy Cellar   Colombard 2011 

2011 Nuy Cellar   Colombard 2001 

2011 Nuy Cellar   Red Muscadel 2011 

2011 Nuy Cellar   Red Muscadel 1998 

2011 Nuy Cellar   White Muscadel 2005 

2011 Nuy Cellar   White Muscadel 1993 

2011 Rooiberg Winery   Red Muscadel 2009 

2011 Simonsvlei Winery   Sauvignon Blanc 2011 

2011 Slanghoek Winery   Red Jerepigo 2011 

2011 Slanghoek Winery   Red Muscadel 2011 

2011 Swartland Winery   Hanepoot 1982 

2011 Windmeul Cellar   Chenin Blanc 2011 

2011 Windmeul Cellar   Pinotage 2009 

2011 Windmeul Cellar   Shiraz 2009 
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Competition 

year Producer winery Double Gold Award Gold Award 

2010 Badsberg Cellar 

Noble Late Harvest 

2005   

2010 Badsberg Cellar Natural Sweet 2009   

2010 Boland Cellar Pinotage 2008   

2010 Calitzdorp Cellar White Muscadel 2009   

2010 Perdeberg Winery Chenin Blanc 2009   

2010 Slaley Winery Merlot 2007   

2010 Ashton Winery   Pinotage 2010 

2010 Badsberg Winery   Hanepoot 2009 

2010 Badsberg Winery   Noble Late Harvest 2005 

2010 Badsberg Winery   Noble Late Harvest 2009 

2010 Badsberg Winery   Red Muscadel 2009 

2010 Badsberg Winery   

Special Late Harvest 

2009 

2010 Boland Cellar   Pinotage 2009 

2010 Bovlei Cellar   Merlot 2007 

2010 Nuy Cellar   Red Muscadel 2010 

2010 Nuy Cellar   Red Muscadel 2009 

2010 Nuy Cellar   Red Muscadel 1998 

2010 Nuy Cellar   White Muscadel 2006 

2010 Nuy Cellar   White Muscadel 2005 

2010 Nuy Cellar   White Muscadel 1989 

2010 Perdeberg Winery   Sauvignon Blanc 2010 

2010 Wellington Winery   Chardonnay MCC 2008 
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Competition 

year Producer winery Double Gold Award Gold Award 

2009 Aan de Doorns Cellar  Red Muscadel 2008   

2009 Merwida Cellar White Muscadel 2009   

2009 Nuy Cellar White Muscadel 1986   

2009 Windmeul Cellar Cape Blend 2008   

2009 Windmeul Cellar Pinotage 2008   

2009 Aan de Doorns Cellar   Muscat d'Alexandrie 2008 

2009 Badsberg Winery   Red Muscadel 2008 

2009 Boland Cellar   Chenin Blanc 2009 

2009 Bonnievale Cellar   White Blend 2009 

2009 Botha Cellar   Hanepoot 2006 

2009 Calitzdorp Cellar   White Muscadel 2007 

2009 Du Toitskloof Winery   Hanepoot 2008 

2009 Du Toitskloof Winery   Nebbiolo 2008 

 

 

 

 

Summary 

 

Producer wineries from all regions still dominate the sweet wine category at most wine shows. This is 

due to the long history that these producer wineries have as traditional Port, Sherry and Dessert wine 

producers. There is, however, an increasing trend in the production of good quality single varietal 

wines and particular regions are becoming increasingly known as quality producers of certain 

varietals. The Paarl region, for example, has been producing high quality Chenin blanc and Pinotage 

wines, whereas regions such as Breedekloof, Worcester and Robertson have been creating top 

quality Chardonnay. 
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1.2.5)   The pool system 

 

A pool system is used by producer wineries to pay growers for grapes delivered to the winery.  This 

system is largely a separate entity which functions as a partnership between growers. All grapes 

delivered are divided into quality categories with the classing system and “pooled” accordingly. 

Members are then paid out by quality category and variety using the pool system. It is a simple system 

used to pay growers the same value for their grapes across the board.  

 

The problem with this system, however, is that it can be easily abused. There is no real control over 

which grapes go into which wines. The system can easily be used to hide problems that might occur in 

the winery. A grower supplying good or premium quality grapes can end up earning less money, as 

some of his wine might be blended with lower quality wine and thus grouped into a lower-paying pool. 

The opposite may also occur where lower quality wine is “enhanced” through blending it with better 

quality wine in order to compete for a better price on the market. Ultimately, this pool system is not 

ideal for quality and undermines the free market. Most growers are not fully familiar with the 

production process in a producer winery and this lack of knowledge enhances the problem. The 

winemaker or manager of the winery has far too much power to manipulate the process for his/her 

own gain and benefit.  

 

Another example of abuse of this pool system is its use as a “bank” by the growers. Growers expect to 

be paid money for their crop at particular times, before the wine is sold or has even left the winery. 

This results in a massive financial dilemma for the winery as they often need to secure funding to pay 

the members in advance. 

 

Summary 

 

In many ways the pool system is a communist system whereby all grapes and all growers are 

“equalised”. It might be beneficial to investigate a free market system where the grower is 

remunerated for his crop on a pre-negotiated basis with pre-determined payment terms and 

conditions. A free-for-all system is not ideal and is counter-productive for reasons shown above. The 

chances of this change being implemented, however, are slim, as the board of directors are almost 

always members themselves and will almost always, as a result, have clouded judgement. 
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Figure I: Average recovery in litres per ton41 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 It is clear that over the 6 years since 2007, winemaking processes have allowed producer wineries 

to extract more litres per ton of grapes. 

 White grape varieties, in particular, have seen an increase in the yield per ton of grapes since 

2007. 

 New technology, better winemaking- and viticultural practices all contribute to this trend. 
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Table C: Average litres produced per product composition24 

 

 

 

 

 Over the past 6 years starting 2007, rebate wine for brandy and distilling wine for other spirits, 

have halved.  

 Production of quality wine for drinking has, at the same time, increased by over 10%.  

 Overall production of wine also increased, indicating that producer wineries are expanding on 

quality wine production. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Product 

2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 

Hℓ % Hℓ % Hℓ % Hℓ % Hℓ % Hℓ % 

Drinking

wine 8,673,9 72.5 8,998,6 72.3 8,973,3 79.1 8,654,8 85.8 10,163,9 85.0 11,347,6 81.9 

Rebate 

wine 1,510,0 12.6 1,350,0 10.9 882,0 7.8 350,5 3.5 492,8 4.1 919,8 6.6 

Distil-

wine 1,059,4 8.9 1,133,6 9.1 815,4 7.2 610,5 6.1 569,0 4.8 686,4 5.0 

Juice 604,1 5.0 772,7 6.2 553,2 4.9 405,1 4.0 585,4 4.9 731,3 5.3 

Other 120,6 1.0 184,0 1.5 123,2 1.1 66,9 0.7 147,6 1.2 170,6 1.2 

Total 11,968,2 100 12,439,1 100 11,347,4 100 10,088,0 100 11,959,1 100 13,855,8 100 
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Chapter 2  

 

Statistics 

 

2.1 Industry figures and finance 

 

 

Figures for 2013 from the annual PWC South African Wine Industry survey show that good and 

average quality wine or “drink-wine” constitute about 82% of production. This has gone up from 65% in 

2006. Rebate wine, distilling wine, grape concentrate and juice collectively make up the other 18%. In 

2012 most wine was still sold as bulk (94.5%) with only about 5% of wine sold as bottled wine by 

producer wineries. Sales in bulk still dominate exports with a ratio of about 60/40. Marketing resources 

are therefore still largely aimed at selling and marketing wine as bulk and little capital expenditure is 

being diverted to bottled wine sales. 

 

Venturing into the bottled or packaged wine market is a costly exercise for many producer wineries. 

Many do not have the capital to hold dry goods and packaging material in stock for long periods. 

Keeping bottled wine stock is also a costly endeavour as the turnaround-time for these products are 

much longer than for bulk wine. Selling wine in bulk will realise money in the bank much sooner than 

bottled product and ultimately the grower can be paid earlier. 

 

Average bulk prices ranged from R4.00/litre to R7.50/litre in 2012 depending on variety and quality. 

White varieties are about 69.5% of total production with Chenin Blanc and Colombard still constituting 

almost half of the annual production. This can largely be attributed to the great volumes of distilling 

wine produced for brandy distillation, although production of rebate wine for brandy has decreased 

dramatically since 2006.24 

 

Producer wineries now focus more on varietal wines and client-specific products. It is well documented 

that the South African brandy industry has taken some strain in recent years, but rebate wine for 

brandy is still a low cost, good cash-flow product if managed well.24  
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Production expenses increased by well over 25% for bulk and bottled wine over the 5 years leading up 

to 2012. Currently, expense attributable to production of one ton of grapes for bulk wine is at just over 

R1000 compared to R640 in 2006. The cost of imported chemicals, barrels, oak alternatives and most 

production-related materials have increased along with many other costs.24 

 

The major white varieties such as Colombard, Chenin Blanc, Chardonnay and Sauvignon Blanc are 

still the most profitable in terms of Rand/hA. These varieties consistently generate fairly low income 

per ton compared to other varietals, but make up for the deficit with extremely high yields. At between 

R2000 and R3000 per ton, the major white varieties still achieve yields of up to R45000/hA. Sauvignon 

Blanc and Chardonnay are still the most expensive white grapes at between R2500 and R3000 per 

ton. Both these white varietals are also very profitable at between R32000/hA and R40000/hA. Ruby 

Cabernet is by far the most economical red varietal for exactly the same reason.  

 

Ruby Cabernet often earns less than the average price for low quality dry red wine, but at 25 to 30 

tons or more per hectare, it still achieves over R45000/hA in income. Cabernet Sauvignon still 

achieves some of the highest prices in Rand/ton, but is less economical due to lower yields. Cabernet 

Sauvignon on average only achieves about R30000/hA planted, even though it earns on average 

R3200/ton of grapes delivered.4  
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Summary 

 

 

Many of these factors influence decision-making when growers decide on which varieties to plant. 

Unfortunately, important grape varieties such as Cabernet Sauvignon are on the decline in certain 

regions since they are no longer profitable. The grower will much rather opt for a higher-yielding, 

better-paying variety as opposed to the more traditional varieties such as Cabernet Sauvignon and 

Merlot, which provide no incentive. These trends will play an increasingly important role in the near 

future when demand for certain varieties will surpass the supply. Some of these influences can 

already be observed in per-litre prices that are slowly increasing on especially red wines. More 

guidance and assistance is needed to advise growers which varieties are the best to plant. Some 

varieties crop more and might be viable to farm with, but it places the producer winery under strain to 

sell the unwanted wine on the market.  

 

A grape variety that is in demand will always be a better alternative to a variety that will sell as dry red 

wine or dry white wine. The “traditional” white varieties like Sauvignon Blanc, Chardonnay and Chenin 

blanc are still good options for both the winery and the farmer. Cabernet Sauvignon, specifically, is 

under threat and in coming years might be increasingly hard to acquire at good bulk prices. 

 

Another consideration, would be the fact that good quality wine will always sell. There will always be a 

demand for good quality varietal wines, even in years of surpluses or tough economic times. 

Therefore, quality production should always be top priority for the grower or producer. 
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Table D: Revenue per ton and per hectare4, 24, 25, 21 

 

 

 

Net revenue per ton harvested (2008 - 2010) 

Variety 

2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 

Rand/ 

ton 

Rand/ 

hA 

Rand/ 

ton 

Rand/ 

hA 

Rand/ 

ton 

Rand/ 

hA 

Rand/ 

ton 

Rand/ 

hA 

Rand/ 

ton Rand/ hA 

Average Red 1 986.6 22 829.9 2 459.4 28 095.0 2 568.5 26 109.6 2866.9 32499.7 2964.2 34223.2 

Cabernet 

Sauvignon 2 292.5 20 471.9 2 758.5 23 986.3 2 785.7 22 476.6 3261.9 30611.0 3191.4 30074.0 

Cinsault 1 430.8 19 308.8 1 835.1 25 647.6 2 045.3 28 138.5 2441.4 35441.4 2351.7 37326.8 

Merlot 2 075.5 23 915.9 2 568.0 32 383.7 2 662.3 26 385.2 3067.6 36112.9 3105.7 38485.6 

Pinotage 1 893.8 22 920.5 2 359.0 28 327.2 2 532.8 26 095.7 3003.2 36082.8 3036.7 35441.0 

Ruby 

Cabernet 1 603.7 28 408.9 2 094.6 30 892.9 2 312.9 30 645.3 2648.6 43854.3 2772.5 47652.2 

Shiraz 2 265.7 25 807.3 2 680.1 31 392.5 2 758.4 29 296.1 3147.5 36785.8 3100.3 34787.0 

Port 

varieties 2 174.3 18 932.9 2 395.7 22 011.2 2 395.9 16 191.1 3396.3 30446.0 2891.3 24749.9 

Dry Red 1 574.5 22 342.9 2 224.3 31 730.6 2 385.2 28 515.3 2664.0 38553.9 2592.5 38683.4 

Other Red 1 725.8 19 974.4 2 327.9 25 872.1 2 352.7 21 320.8 2711.9 29710.4 2577.9 21584.8 

Average 

White 1 702.2 25 037.4 1 915.8 31 116.6 2 002.5 28 322.8 2014.8 31724.3 2041.3 37232.6 

Chardonnay 2 580.8 27 297.5 2 745.2 33 076.6 2 703.2 27 832.3 2717.1 31125.6 2637.9 33434.8 

Chenin 

blanc 1 558.8 20 092.3 1 746.4 27 253.0 1 848.4 25 881.7 1882.6 28019.0 1919.4 33203.2 

Colombard 1 419.4 28 174.3 1 600.6 36 809.6 1 669.2 30 607.5 1731.8 37091.9 1765.5 45298.1 

Hanepoot 1 513.0 30 069.5 1 762.0 32 877.7 1 812.2 25 886.6 1867.3 33657.8 2143.0 45256.1 

Cape 

Riesling 1 395.9 14 384.7 1 645.4 19 788.6 1 802.0 20 114.3 1824.4 20948.4 1808.5 26899.3 

Sauvignon 

Blanc 2 903.6 31 609.3 2 907.9 35 062.9 2 847.5 34 600.2 2847.7 38735.1 2806.8 41745.1 

Port 

varieties 1 902.3 23 932.8 2 451.6 38 214.3 2 567.3 31 699.3 2242.3 25590.0 2963.3 42679.4 

Dry White 1 258.4 25 399.7 1 518.2 25 959.9 1 634.6 21 306.3 1690.5 28806.9 1712.6 21580.5 

Other white 1 420.9 31 189.2 1 737.3 31035.9 1 874.1 31 373.3 1796.3 31492.9 1972.9 42506.6 
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Figure J: Average income per ton (red varieties)4, 24, 25 

 

 

 

 

 

 Income per ton of grapes, of most red varieties, has largely increased by R800.00 -  

R1000.00 since 2008. 

 Cabernet Sauvignon is still the most expensive red grape variety. 
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Figure K: Average income per ton (white varieties)4, 24, 25 

 

 

 

 

 

 Income per ton of the two grape varieties, Sauvignon Blanc and Chardonnay,  

have remained the same since 2008.  

 This might be due to an already maximised yield in the vineyard.  

 All other white varieties have seen a small increase of  

between R200.00 and R500.00 per ton. 
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Figure L: Average income per hectare (red varieties)4, 24, 25 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 Income per hectare on most red varieties has increased by an  

average of at least R10000.00 per hectare since 2008.  

 This can largely be attributed to better farming practices, than better wine prices on the market. 

 Cabernet Sauvignon achieves the lowest income per hectare of 

 all the major red varieties even though it has the highest price per ton. 
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Figure M: Average income per hectare (white varieties)4, 24, 25 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 Income per hectare, on white varieties are much more precarious than red varieties.  

 Since 2008, there has been a massive increase in income per hectare in  

less common varieties such as Colombard and Hanepoot (Muscat d’Alexandrie).  

 The traditional white varieties; Chenin blanc, Sauvignon Blanc and Chardonnay remain  

good options for the grower as they still provide very good income per hectare planted. 

 The increase in income per hectare is largely due to better vineyard management and 

increased production and not higher prices for bulk wine sold. 
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Figure N: Red varieties pressed in South Africa (2013 harvest)21 

 

 

 

 

 

o Cabernet Sauvignon and Shiraz are still the most widely planted red grape varieties. 

o Pinotage, Merlot and Ruby Cabernet are also very widely planted, but might increase due to 

the economy of these grape varieties for the farmer. 
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Figure O: White varieties pressed in South Africa (2013 harvest)21 

 

 

 

 

 

 Chenin blanc and Colombard still dominate the plantings of white grape varietals. 

o This is largely due to the history of these varieties as brandy production grapes for rebate and 

distilling wine 

o Chardonnay and Sauvignon Blanc is still significantly smaller in volume, but might increase in 

coming years as Colombard and Chenin blanc is in less demand. 
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Table E:  Average prices of wine sold in bulk21 

 
 
 

TYPE 
CENT PER LITRE 

2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 

Cabernet Sauvignon 596.76 495.27 430.49 451.74 539.66 583.72 618.50 636.47 

Cabernet Franc 384.92 408.12 436.73 396.56 448.48 524.20 541.91 617.37 

Merlot 471.33 426.29 396.68 417.67 495.26 556.81 584.34 612.21 

Pinotage 443.73 392.88 396.68 410.15 472.69 535.38 584.01 607.15 

Ruby Cabernet 411.45 393.36 302.83 352.68 418.68 464.00 508.14 525.46 

Shiraz 548.21 514.37 458.12 471.89 560.82 601.86 621.41 647.82 

Cinsaut 396.57 349.50 317.42 328.71 377.52 442.36 482.62 487.79 

Pinot Noir 652.16 420.45 673.14 523.10 779.54 712.47 774.48 762.61 

Rosé & Blanc de Noir 305.31 304.68 297.13 312.58 346.20 382.08 405.46 411.97 

Other red & blends 384.24 366.77 336.41 346.98 431.30 488.21 508.16 531.20 

Chardonnay 494.22 495.11 474.14 481.54 523.90 530.75 532.66 511.98 

Sauvignon blanc 522.11 547.53 517.21 519.00 546.06 538.00 540.69 532.08 

Colombard 277.70 293.68 297.46 297.23 314.72 328.17 346.81 350.15 

Crouchen Blanc (Cape Riesling) 313.12 323.79 317.82 326.05 357.14 360.79 384.29 395.96 

Sémillon 332.64 339.03 352.93 365.78 406.10 408.47 409.10 427.16 

Chenin Blanc 304.43 317.27 323.17 321.45 350.23 367.89 380.72 379.28 

Other white & blends 254.85 274.39 275.02 270.91 296.57 320.46 334.69 348.52 

Fortified wine * 346.88 354.58 371.37 385.37 410.41 441.74 468.57 486.38 

All varieties 338.35 338.42 334.87 340.67 384.21 413.48 424.90 437.75 

All red varieties 440.48 406.03 374.34 386.75 459.00 502.97 533.59 558.48 

All white varieties 297.56 310.51 314.40 314.71 345.44 364.98 372.41 382.80 

Concentrate / Sweet must for 

sweetening 240.21 236.43 262.13 293.28 362.17 365.57 366.56 424.27 

Wine for brandy ** 207.30 210.59 222.43 225.45 236.33 247.60 249.71 289.58 

Distilling wine 97.43 94.10 93.36 95.50 97.84 109.66 111.42 124.01 

        

 

* Price excludes added wine spirit. 

       

 

   Including juice 

       

 

   Price to the point of delivery at the buyers premises 

      

 

   Prices are ex-cellar price, filtered, but excluding VAT, wine industry levies, excise duty, cold and protein 
   stabilisation, transport, storing costs, commission and agent fees. 

 

** Rebate sediment (lease) included in price 

 

 

    Prices excluded rebate brandy        
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Figure P: Average price per litre of wine sold in bulk (cent/litre)21, 46 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 Wine prices have gradually dropped for a period of 4 years since the global peak in wine 

production in 2006.  

 Since 2009, however, there has been a steady increase as demand for quality wine from 

producer wineries has risen.  

 The increase, however, has not kept up with the increases in cost of production. 
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Summary 

 

 

It seems that the trend is to pay producers in Rand per hectare or Rand per ton, but the quality 

parameter is based on the level of sugar in the grapes. The incentives are thus to maximise the yield 

per hectare as long as the ripeness level achieves the minimum requirement. If quality and consumer 

taste is to be the future focus, incentives to the grower need to be addressed. The focus should shift 

from maximising yield to maximising quality whilst remuneration for the grower is still economical. This 

will ultimately give the winery a competitive advantage and will sustain the grower as well as the 

producer winery. 

 

A possible strategy would be to pay a bonus to producers who supply grapes above a certain quality 

level and paying a lower amount to producers who only meet the lowest criteria or deliver below the 

lowest criteria. This model might encourage growers to supply better quality crop whilst simultaneously 

discouraging growers to supply average to poor quality grapes. It might, however, be necessary to 

approach this model with caution as it may cause a certain ill perception towards the winery. Producer 

wineries are self-helping organisations for members, according to their respective statutes. The legal 

aim of producer wineries is to improve the economic situation of the members by co-operating in 

producing the wine and marketing the grapes or their processed products. However, times have 

changed and producer wineries have to compete on the market just as any other enterprise. For this 

reason, the traditional co-operative model needs to be challenged and questioned, but the model of 

being a social entity needs to remain intact in order to preserve the supply of grapes. 
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Chapter 3 

 

The South African Industry 

 

3.1 Ghost wineries, brokerage and bulk trading 

 

 

Since most of the trade done by producer wineries consists of bulk wine sales to larger wine 

companies or brands, they often don’t have a sustainable bottled wine brand. They have to rely on 

larger corporations or clever marketers to establish brands that will make use of their product. These 

brands often exist as invisible wineries where the actual winery on the label does not exist, but is fed 

by product bought in from producer wineries or elsewhere. They frequently exist as brands in the 

portfolios of larger wine companies, but have no distinct location or particular terroir. The wines are 

often sourced from many regions, wherever the price-quality mix is right, and the blends are 

determined by supply and demand. Some virtual wineries become durable brands, but most are like 

ghosts - they appear and disappear as wine-buying trends or market opportunities change. The 

producer becomes the resulting bottom feeder as they are the last to benefit from the supply chain. 

These brands are often not sustainable. Long-term contracts cannot be established with the primary 

producer and the producer is at the mercy of the buyer whose buying varies from year to year as 

markets dictate trends.26 

 

Another obstacle for producer wineries is the marketing of their own product. The primary pool of 

expertise of producer wineries is maximising production output whilst simultaneously minimising cost 

input. Finding a marketplace for the product and producing a market-oriented product can at times 

prove problematic. Bulk wine brokers and agents across the globe have cashed in on exactly this 

aspect. These brokers are skilled at finding a marketplace for the bulk product through a vast network 

of potential buyers, and then profiting from the sale. In most cases, the physical wine will only move 

once, but would have been traded 2 or 3 times before reaching the consumer. The producer is at the 

lowest end of the supply chain again, with brokers, traders and merchants benefitting from the sale. It 

might be beneficiary for primary producers to pool together and establish a bulk wine stock market 

where wines can be offered to buyers, effectively cutting out the middle man and maximising potential 

profit for the producer on the farm.20 
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Unfortunately, most grape growers supplying to a producer winery do not have a clear goal, market or 

quality in mind other than maximising production and profit. Hopefully, when a more market-driven 

approach is followed, quality will increase as the mind-set and goals of the producer changes. The 

collective interest of the producer members is of course to produce good quality wine at a competitive 

price so that their “brand” has some value and can earn them a decent living. Producing at a 

competitive price unfortunately carries more weight than quality as the wine produced is not brand-

driven. The wine is merely made and later sold on the market as bulk.1, 9 

 

If the vineyards were owned and run by a single owner, with a specific interest in the brand, chances 

are that yields would be lower and quality would be the focus. Yet, given that they are paid by the ton, 

each individual winegrower has a strong incentive to maximise yield. Quality generally suffers. There 

is too little incentive for individual producers to sacrifice quantity for quality as all grapes are dumped 

in the same press. As each grower responds logically to individual incentives, wine quality falls and 

the collective interest suffers. The ocean of South Africa’s unsellable bulk is often blamed on the poor 

wines that this fouled-up incentive structure produces. The problem is that the affordable low-quality 

bulk is exactly what attracts the fly-by-night wine buyers, further stimulating the unsustainable cycle of 

short-lived brand names.9 

 

Longer partnerships and relationships with reputable wine companies or international brands are key 

to the growth of a sustainable business for the wine grower. Too often, focus is placed on the annual 

production and profit turned in a particular season rather than on long-term or future prospects. This 

might be the single biggest obstacle for producer wineries, because in a free market, the buyer can 

simply go to the producer winery in a neighbouring town to supply his demand.  
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Several operational aspects of small wineries are important to consider with regards to larger producer 

wineries and their future. As in any business, market demand and marketing strategies are key drivers 

of a successful winery. The marketing strategies of wineries vary widely and are based on 

characteristics of the local or target markets. A new small winery may choose to concentrate on the 

wine tourist market, local restaurant, web-based sales, conventional retail sales, or numerous other 

niche markets.  

 

The target market obviously impacts the types of wines produced as well as the raw materials, labels, 

closure system, packaging and the investment in the tasting room and/or retail facility. These are all 

aspects that are seldom considered by larger producer wineries where the main focus of the business 

is to maximise production output whilst minimising cost input.20 

 

A simple strategy for producer wineries to consider would be to cut out the middle man. If all producer 

wineries vow to rid the industry of these bulk traders and stand together, it might be that wineries 

would sell their wines easier and at a better price. If producer wineries start referring to one another 

when a certain demand exists, longer partnerships, better deals and more sustainable brands could 

be established. 

 

In general the structures of producer wineries need to be re-evaluated. Competing in a global wine 

market requires skill and expertise that not all wineries have in place. Managing and effectively driving 

a business with an annual turn-over of just short of R100 million requires a team of educated and 

dedicated staff members. 
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3.2  IBETA Bulk Trading Floor 

 

 

“The IBETA Bulk Trading Floor™ is owned by the International Bulk Wine Exchange, Trade and 

Auction (IBETA).  The mission of the IBETA Bulk Trading Floor is to offer the SA wine industry the 

service of a convenient and complete platform for exchange of good quality bulk wine.” 16  

Launched in 2013, it has already had two trading floors in Stellenbosch which have been  successful 

for local producers although producer wineries in general have been underrepresented un until now.  

The concept of the newly found bulk trading floor is to allow producers the opportunity, at crucial times 

during the winemaking calendar, to sell their wines on an auction basis. 

 

It can be compared to the World Bulk Wine Exhibition in Amsterdam is a meeting place for buyers and 

distributors of bulk wines. At the exhibition buyers from around the world find a large number of high-

quality bulk wines. The fair is aimed above all with its product range at wineries that want to open up 

new markets for their products and for buyers and dealers. 

 

The idea of the IBETA bulk trading floor is to bring smaller estates and individual wine farms and the 

larger producer wineries or bulk traders together. The realisation, by smaller producers, that they can 

buy wine on the bulk market for cheaper than they can make it is on the increase. In many cases 

producer wineries have the capacity to not only produce wine cost effectively, but also to produce top 

quality varietal wines that are interesting to smaller estates or brands. At the same time a smaller 

estate might have a few barrels of wine “left over” after blending.  In some instances the quality of a 

particular variety would be region-specific and the platform also allows for these factors to be 

combined. Robertson Wine Valley might produce top-class Chardonnay, whereas the Paarl region 

would be better known for its Chenin blanc.27  

 

Bulk wine is sold in a variety of ways. Traditionally producer wineries would have fixed long-term 

contracts in place with specific clients, some wine would move through brokers, some producers might 

be more focussed on international exports of bulk wine and some smaller volumes of bulk is only 

traded when there is a particular demand or surplus of wine. 

 

By combining all of these players the whole industry is allowed to sell and purchase exactly what they 

require. Currently the trading platform takes place over 3 dates during the year: in May (just after 

harvest), in August (when the red wines are ready for the market) and again in November (when 

wineries are in need of clearing some cellar space for the following year’s harvest).27 
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3.3  BARR Valley wine growers 

 

 

Four producer wineries from the Robertson wine valley have also started pooling resources since 

early 2013. The producer wineries of Bonnievale, Ashton, Rooiberg and Roodezandt have collectively 

formed a company, aptly named, BARR valley wine growers. These producer wineries have realised 

that by pooling together resources such as marketing, finance, exports and even purchasing of 

consumables used in the wine production process, they can allow themselves to compete more 

effectively in the market.28 

 

The idea is that they will always turn to each other first when the opportunity for a large wine contract 

or tender arises. Between the almost 80 million litres of wine produced among the four players, they 

can effectively leverage their collective strength to negotiate the most profitable deal for all players 

involved.28 

 

This is exactly what producer wineries should look to accomplish, especially when they are located in 

the same wine producing region.  
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3.4  Industry bodies and support 

 

 

3.4.1)  Wine Cellars South Africa (WCSA) and Vinpro 

 

 

Originally established in 1951 as Co-operative Wine Cellars (CWC), the organisation changed its 

name to WCSA in 2002. The member base of the WCSA handles about 80% of all wine and grape 

juice produced in South Africa. Of the organisation’s 52 members, most of them are producer 

wineries. WCSA gives guidance to its members regarding marketing trends, price brackets, legal 

matters and social issues. The organisation also endorses the integrated system of IPW and the 

national BEE strategies. On its website it states: “Wine Cellars SA is aware of the fact that the country 

and the agricultural industry will be far poorer without a dynamic and informed wine industry. It is our 

aim to enable the industry to turn challenges into opportunities and to create a climate in which every 

single player in the wine industry is able to full-fill [sic] his or her potential.”10 

 

In 2013 two prominent wine producer orginisations, Vinpro and WCSA merged.  

2013 marked the 10th year of Vinpro’s existence. 

 

The merger is a result of thorough deliberation over the past few years regarding closer collaboration 

between VinPro and WCSA, inter alia to prevent duplication between the two bodies, create 

bargaining power and improve existing service delivery in the wine value-chain even further. 

The new, larger organisation will operate under the auspices of VinPro as from 1 July 2013, with the 

possibility of a name change to be considered going forward. A new producer cellar division will be 

established within the organisation, and the current VinPro board will be supplemented by WCSA 

members.17 
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3.4.2)    Wines of South Africa (WOSA) 

 

 

WOSA was established in 1999 to promote the image of South African wines abroad. WOSA 

represents South Africa at all major wine expos across the world under the collective umbrella of 

South African wine. It acts as a sort of organisation for all exporters. Apart from its strong marketing 

function the organisation also provides industry information to its members via a web-based database. 

The organisation’s mission as stated on its website reads: “To contribute to the global success of the 

South African wine industry through building Brand South Africa.” 10 

 

International market development in the wine industry is the responsibility of Wines of South Africa, a 

Section 21 company. It counts some 500 wine exporters among its members. During a recent 

strategic review, agreement was reached on the following definition of success for WOSA: 

“The South African wine industry will be a success when its reputation and trading skills result 

in it selling annual production at a profit to involved customers across a spread of markets, 

enabling the industry to renew infrastructure and deliver transformational benefits to all those 

involved in wine.”14 
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3.4.3)   Biodiversity and wine initiative (BWI) 

 

 

The BWI undertakes to protect and conserve the Cape Floristic Kingdom through providing incentives 

to growers encouraging them to preserve the natural plant kingdom of the Western Cape. More than 

80% of the plant kingdom in the Western Cape is privately owned; in order to achieve sufficient 

conservation, the organisation has ventured to partner with the producer. A BWI-, conservation-in-

action-, sticker can be obtained when a producer complies with the BWI. This sticker can be applied to 

the bottle to promote and create greater consumer support for complying producers. The initiative’s 

conservation footprint is now well in excess of the current vineyard plantings of the industry at 127 000 

hA compared to 102 000 hA. Most of the land area under conservation belongs to growers supplying 

to producer wineries. This is something more producer wineries could capitalise on and utilise as a 

way of benefitting in the future.10, 29 

 

It is easier for a producer winery to allocate a certain percentage of land to conservation as they might 

have more land available between all the respective members. As the global market becomes more 

aware of greener, more environmentally-conscious practices, producer wineries in South Africa could 

essentially be at the forefront of this movement. 
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3.4.4)   Government 

 

 

The wine industry in South Africa is highly regulated and to a large degree dependent on sound 

partnership arrangements with government. Government policy and support on matters related to 

export and trading, science and innovation, empowerment and transformation, tax and excise duties, 

natural resources such as land and water, labour relations and financial arrangements, to name a few, 

impacts directly on this sensitive and highly market-oriented industry.  

 

Since 1997, the wine industry is no longer regulated strictly by government. A few legal and regulatory 

measures however still apply.  

 

“An interesting ‘global’ observation is the high degree of government support and ‘subsidisation’ of 

competing wine industries by many countries in the world. The EU is a major proponent of such 

subsidisation and direct support with a comprehensive Wine Industry Support Plan which includes 

items such as market development, the upgrading of vineyards, ‘green’ harvesting to prevent the 

production of low-quality grapes, the mitigation of risk and uncertainty, and support to wine farmers to 

ensure viable rural development. Lesser support by government than in the EU is forthcoming in 

Canada and the USA. Argentina, New Zealand and Australia record significantly less support. Even in 

these countries, however, government often meets their wine industry on a ‘50:50’ basis with growth-

directed initiatives such as R&D support, export, market development and promotion.” (Agri-Africa 

2008) 

 

In contrast, only limited resources are directly allocated by government to the South African wine 

industry. These include research support and export support to BEE companies. Government provides 

wine laboratories and related facilities as well as infrastructure such as port, transportation and power 

networks.  
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The wine industry on the other hand, through excise taxes, contributes R4550.87 million per annum 

directly to the government revenue – this in comparison to producers’ income of R4131.4 million per 

annum (SAWIS 2013). It is clear that a more substantive contribution is needed by the government to 

the industry.21 

 

Proposed funding cuts are currently dramatically impacting on reduction in research and development 

expenditure in the wine industry. Winetech, the industry’s body for allocation of research funding, is 

impacted significantly by these changes. 

 

This is clear from the following: 

 

 The South African Wine Industry Trust (SAWIT) has funded much less in recent years than the 

long-term agreement proposed; presently, funding has been suspended largely to mismanagement 

since its inception. This fund has basically dried up. 

 

 THRIP (Technology and Human Resources for Industry Programme), through the Department 

of Trade and Industry as managed by the National Research Foundation, has classified Winetech as a 

“large company” which implies that for every R3 spent by Winetech on a THRIP-approved project, 

THRIP now contributes R1, while the funding ratio in the past was 1:1. This has a considerable impact 

on how much Winetech can leverage for its research partners and this will consequently have a 

negative effect on the wine industry as a whole.47 

 

 Winetech estimates that about 50% of current technology development and transfer activities 

will be affected, and no new projects can be introduced over the next few years. One of the many 

negative impacts of a reduction in planned research activities will be the reduced employment of 

young researchers, in particular young, black scientists recently trained by the Winetech system. This 

also impacts negatively on the industry’s BEE and transformation goals.47 

 

All of these factors not only affect the industry as a whole, but the producer wineries in particular. The 

larger wineries have the capacity to easily contribute to research projects and other trials due to their 

size and access to larger volumes of wine and more hectares of vineyards. Less research funding in 

the industry could mean less direct industry involvement for the producer wineries. 
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Summary 

 

 

Since retailers have the major stake in the wine marketing channel, producer wineries must use 

different distribution channels to market their products. As the majority of producer wineries cannot 

afford to have their own distribution force, a central marketing entity could be a viable solution. By 

being centralised and marketing large quantities, they will be able to meet the retailers’ demands. 

Perhaps producer wineries could pool expertise together to establish a form of bulk wine stock market 

where buyers would have better access to the bulk product directly from the producer winery. 

 

Some members select their best grapes in order to sell it to other mostly privately-owned enterprises. 

Members should rather be encouraged to deliver all their grapes to the producer winery as has been 

done in the Dão region of Portugal for a number of years. By implementing this quality factor the 

producer winery will be able to ensure that the winery will always receive the best crop from their 

growers. 

 

Since there is a tendency for producer wineries to merge, these merged producer wineries are 

becoming more diverse in their business operations and their members are growing more 

heterogeneous. Producer wineries located close to one another in a specific production region should 

consider merging or working together to diversify operations and marketing strategies.1 

 

This could also mean that wineries could cross-reference when a demand arises and a specific winery 

cannot meet the demand. By this method, bulk traders could also be excluded from the transaction 

and more income could be generated for the winery and ultimately for the grower. 

 

Producer wineries, however, are both member-based firms and individual businesses, both of which 

need to be considered when merging with other wineries. Another option is to form strategic member 

groups within the structure of the winery where certain members are grouped and aligned according to 

their interests and marketing goals.1 
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Section 3 

 

Chapter 1 

 

The Global Industry 

 

1.1  Global wine supply and demand 

 

Global wine production has dropped to its lowest levels in 40 years in 2012. This comes only 

8 years after a worldwide peak in wine production in 2004. In a report released in October 

2013 by US financial firm, Morgan Stanley, it is said that there is simply not enough wine in 

the world and that the deficit will only get worse in years to come. 18 

 

The industry is experiencing an "undersupply of nearly 300 million cases" a year, according 

to the report. The world is facing a wine shortage with global consumer demand already 

significantly outstripping supply. This downward trend is primarily due to diminishing 

production in Europe due to ongoing vine pull schemes and poor weather in recent years. 

Italy, France and Spain are largely to blame for this. The area-under-vine in these countries 

have been steadily declining since the early 2000s. With tightening conditions in Europe, the 

major new world exporters stand to benefit most from increasing demand on global export 

markets. Production in Europe alone dropped 10% in 2012 and by 25% since its peak in 

2004. At the same time, in 2012 world-wide wine consumption rose by 1%.18 

 

Australia-based analysts say the shortage comes despite the fact that there are one million 

wine producers globally making 2.8 billion cases each year. About 50% of these producers 

are based in Europe where more than half of wine is produced by producer wineries. The 

current global wine supply is not enough to keep up with the demand. This has a more direct 

impact on producer wineries than any other wine producer. At the same time, production in 

the "new world" countries - the US, Australia, Argentina, Chile, South Africa and New 

Zealand - has been steadily rising. These countries still only account for 30% of wine 

exports, but with production in Europe steadily declining, there is a greater opportunity for 

these countries to increase their global market share. 
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1.1.1)   Global consumption 

 

The French consume the most wine (12% of global production), followed by Americans 

(12%), and then the Chinese (9%).  

 

Wine has become particularly popular in China as the economy booms and the standard of 

living is rising in the country. China is also producing more wine of its own. China, together 

with the US, are seen as the biggest drivers of global wine consumption. China’s wine 

consumption has doubled twice over the 5 years since 2008. 

 

America consumes 12% of the world's wine but produces only 8% and the U.S. market is 

still growing. The U.S. wine-making industry is also growing. The number of American 

wineries has "expanded dramatically" in the last 15 years, according to the Morgan Stanley 

report. But most of them are "boutique" operators rather than producer wineries, which 

means they're not driving any real growth in supply. Consumption rose 2% in 2012. In the 

short term, inventories will likely be reduced as current consumption continues to be 

predominantly supplied by older vintages (prior to 2012). As consumption then inevitably 

turns to the 2012 vintage, the authors of the Morgan Stanley report say they "expect the 

current production shortfall to culminate in a significant increase in export demand, and 

higher prices for exports globally". Ultimately, this could be very beneficial for the members 

of producer cellars as it could potentially result in more income per hectare of grapes 

planted. The effect could potentially be seen earlier in the Southern Hemisphere where the 

harvest comes earlier than in the Northern Hemisphere. 

 

World wine consumption by country: 

 France, US - both 12% 

 Italy, China - both 9% 

 Germany - 8% 

 UK, Russia - both 5% 

 Spain, Argentina - both 4% 

  

http://money.cnn.com/gallery/pf/2013/10/03/wine-tasting-destinations.moneymag/index.html?iid=EL
http://money.cnn.com/2013/06/05/news/economy/china-europe-wine/?iid=EL
http://money.cnn.com/video/news/2013/09/23/n-china-red-wine-bordeaux-boom.cnnmoney?iid=EL
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1.1.2)   Global wine production 

 

 

There is little reason to believe that global wine production will pick up any time soon. The 

output from newer producing countries like the U.S., Argentina, Chile, Australia, New 

Zealand and South Africa has already peaked. It is due mostly to limited land available for 

vineyard plantings, but it is also difficult to increase the cropping capacity of existing vines. 

To be able to increase the yield of a vineyard, a producer needs access to sufficient water 

supply. In many wine-producing countries this is an increasing problem. 

 

In South Africa in particular it has been approximately 2% hotter and at least 6% drier over 

the last ten years since 2000 as compared to the 1970s. The use of water has also 

increased greatly over this same period. Most of the country’s surface water yield and 

annual utilisable potential of groundwater is already being allocated to use. Irrigation 

agriculture, comprising 60% of total consumption, is by far the largest single consumer of 

water. South African wine production falls right in the middle of this dilemma. Most of the 

volume-producing regions, where many of the producer cellars are located, are under 

irrigation. In most instances farmers are already stretched in terms of their water supply and 

it is declining still. To complicate matters even more, agriculture is last in line when it comes 

to allocation of water supply, as more profitable industries and domestic use are being 

favoured. 48 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

http://money.cnn.com/2013/07/16/news/companies/australia-wine-dump/index.html?iid=EL
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Figure Q: Global wine production vs. consumption18, 42 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure R: Global wine consumption (millions of 9ℓ cases)18, 43 
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Figure S: Global wine production since 1971 (millions of 9ℓ 

cases)18, 44 

 

 

  

 

 

 

Figure T: Global area under vine (vineyard plantings)  

since 200018, 45
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1.1.3)   Supply equals demand 

 

More recently,  the International Organisation for Vine & Wine (OIV) said that a shortage in 

bulk wine supply has eased during 2013, with wine production expected to return to 2006 

levels of around 281m hectolitres. If one looks at 2013, the level of production is higher than 

consumption, a marked turnaround from the previous six years.  

 

The size of European vineyards might be diminishing, but the size of vineyards in the rest of 

the world is increasing. And if the surfaces shrink, technology might also help in future to 

stabilise the production.The bigger 2013 supply is largely a result of bigger harvests in the 

Southern Hemisphere, notably in Chile and New Zealand, the OIV said. Record production 

has been recorded in Romania, Chile and New Zealand in 2013. In the OIV report, the 

organisation says that "world wine production has increased significantly in 2013 and 

consumption is stabilising." It says wine production has returned to strong 2006 levels 

"despite the persistent decline... of the global vineyard surface area, particularly in Italy and 

Spain." The report points to increases in production in Italy, France and Portugal. It said the 

2013 French harvest is expected to increase by 7% on an unusually low 2012, to 44m 

hectolitres (4400 million litres), despite serious difficulties with poor weather in Bordeaux and 

Burgundy.  

 

The organisation acknowledges that overall, between 2006 and 2013, some 300,000 

hectares of vines, an area larger than Luxembourg, were lost worldwide, but "the 2013 

harvest has been fairly significant thanks to a productivity which continues to increase 

despite the abrupt stop caused by adverse climate conditions in 2012", said Federico 

Castellucci, OIV chief. 49 
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Although it is accepted that there is greater balance between supply and demand than a few 

years ago, some believe the original concerns around shortages were exaggerated. Some 

large companies underestimated their production in 2012.In the market for bulk wine, prices 

initially rose towards the end of 2012, but have been falling back this year.  Average bulk 

wine prices in Chile, California, France, Italy and Spain have all come down by anywhere 

from 10% to 33% since January 2013. 

 

Improved availability of bulk wine due to the 2013 might create some additional opportunities 

for suppliers and retailers to offer deals to the consumer, but it would most likely not be the 

aggressive deals offered to consumers prior to 2012.In 2013, it seems as though quality will 

be a more important consideration. Prices will be soft across the market, but quality might be 

questionable. 
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Section 4 

 

Chapter 1 

 

Conversion of co-operatives 

 

1.1 Legalese of co-operatives/producer wineries 

 

1.1.1)   The Co-operative Act and implications for  

   Co-operatives 

 

Co-operatives, not just wine co-operatives, have a long-standing history in South Africa. 

They have always played a vital role in the agricultural sector, forming the basis of structure 

and support to farmers in South Africa’s turbulent agricultural past. As discussed in Section 1 

of this paper, most of the existing producer wineries were formed in the hey-days of the then 

apartheid regime. Government support and state funding helped establish many of these 

wineries. Obviously, as with many other things in South Africa’s past, these co-operatives 

were controlled by white farmers. They were aimed solely at the development of the white 

farming community. These wineries eventually developed into powerful business ventures 

controlling agricultural production. They were largely self-sustainable and could grow and 

prosper as significant economic vehicles in their respective areas of existence. Over the 

years, South Africa has seen 3 acts under which co-operatives were registered, in 1922, 

1937 and again in 1981. With the fall of apartheid and the emergence of a new regime in 

South Africa, things were bound to change again.11 
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The 7 international principles of co-operatives are as follows11: 

 

Principle one:    Voluntary and open membership 

Principle two:    Democratic member control 

Principle three:   Member economic participation 

Principle four:    Autonomy and independence 

Principle five:    Education, training and information 

Principle six:    Co-operation among co-operatives 

Principle seven:   Concern of community 

 

The government, under the ANC and trade unions such as COSATU, has the following 

broad views regarding co-operatives: 

 

 Co-operatives survived only through massive state support in the form of funding 

through the Land Bank established in 1912 

 Other legislation supported the co-operatives, such as the Land Settlement Act, the 

Co-operatives Societies Act and the Natives Administration Act 

 Marketing Boards were established through the promulgation of the 1937 Agricultural 

Marketing Act. These boards acted as secondary co-operatives and were tasked with fixing 

the prices of agricultural commodities. In the wine industry, KWV fulfilled a similar function 

 Subsidies and tax exemptions were also provided to these co-operatives 

 Black controlled co-operatives were neglected and suppressed from development 
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Co-operatives are dominated by white farmers who have maintained their farms and 

produced on an individual commercial basis. It seems that ultimately the new government 

wants the co-operatives to function more as social bodies. A focus on empowerment, 

poverty relief and social development will become the priority. A shift away from the current 

economically-driven principles will be at the order of the day. It is the opinion of many 

important bodies that co-operatives have become “companied” and have lost their social 

structure. It is clear that the state has a very different path set out for the future of co-

operatives. Economic ideals and commercially competitive enterprises will have to make 

way for social programs and community development. Although social development and 

empowerment programs are important and should form part of the future plans for the South 

African economy as a whole, the one ideal should not be promulgated at the detriment of the 

other. As a result, many co-operatives have opted to convert to a company. These producer 

cellars naturally have to take action to protect their members in the future. In a tough 

economic environment with competitive markets it simply boils down to the survival of the 

fittest. By converting to a company, these former co-ops will now be absolved from the 

constraints of the new Co-operative Act (Co-operative Act 14 of 2005) while still providing a 

legal structure in which they can operate in largely the same way as before.12;13 

 

This new Act will aim to serve two main purposes: 

1. Supporting and aiding the development and establishment of new co-operatives and 

2. Mobilising existing co-operatives to become more socially conscious. 
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1.1.2)    Transformation to a company 

 

There are a number of considerations when converting from a co-operative to a company. 

Among the more obvious benefits of converting to a company is greater access to capital 

resources. Although the co-operative needs to consider how the access of non-producer 

members are regulated in practice, control by producer members can be protected, but is 

less regulated. This is something that every co-operative needs to decide when converting to 

a company. 

 

Future funding of the company, share incentive schemes for employees and BEE 

considerations are among the more important factors that will influence the decision to 

convert. The pool system, as used by many producer wineries in its current form, can still be 

utilised in the company legal structure. Under the pool system, the processing, handling and 

marketing of the products are done on behalf of the pool participants (members in the case 

of a co-operative and shareholders in the case of a company) for their own account. The 

transfer of ownership to the pool administrator (the co-operative/company) never occurs. 

Simply put, this would mean that the pool can be administrated outside the company 

structure, by company employees, for the company shareholders. It is important to note that 

within the definitions of the Broad-Based Black Economic Empowerment Codes (February 

2007), mention is made of “related bodies” when considering turnover level applicable to the 

BEE scorecard. This would entail that the “pool” turnover would be considered with the 

company turnover and could ultimately place the entity in a higher “bracket”. 

 

Ownership of the company should be considered, but will most likely remain the same. 

Applying the one-member-one-vote principle could enhance the voting power of members 

with fewer shares in the co-operative, possibly to the detriment of producing members. For 

producer cellars with a larger member-base, a vote per share system might be more 

beneficial. This will also ensure that producer members are protected when critical decisions 

are made regarding the future of the company.  
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Income tax considerations will also play an important role in the conversion process. This 

can be one of the most sensitive aspects in the process and should be addressed properly 

as it has direct implications for members. Under current legislation, however, the co-

operative and company are seen as the same entity during conversion. Certain stipulations 

of the income tax act are only applicable to co-operatives and not to companies. It is 

important to keep in touch with the constantly-changing legislation. In the co-operative act 

there is mention of a “clientele ratio”, basically stipulating how reserves are to be divided 

according to the extent of a specific member’s business with the co-operative. Many of the 

current statutes of co-operatives do not clearly address how this issue should be 

approached when converting to a company. Capital gain for members when converting to a 

company can be disregarded for tax purposes. The cost of the newly-issued company 

shares is directly equal to the base cost of shares held in the co-operative. It should be 

considered in which entity members should hold shares. Significant unlocking of value could 

hold implications for estate planning and estate duties to be paid.12;13 
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Table F: Main differences between a co-operative and a  

company12,13 

 

Category Co-operative Company 

Distribution of profits 

Interest on capital provided 

by member. Bonuses based 

on “clientele ratio”. Dividends on share capital. 

Voting power (control) 

One vote one member 

principle. 

Voting based on 

shareholding. 

Value of shares 

Capital investment not 

increasing in value. 

Share value fluctuates due 

to various internal and 

external factors. 

Purpose of membership 

To obtain and pool 

services. 

To realise a return on 

investment. 

Share participation 

Prescribed maximum % per 

member. 

Unlimited, unless statute 

imposes a limitation for 

shareholding. 

Share classes Only one class allowed. Different classes allowed. 

Share premium 

Only initial membership or 

membership funds. 

Allowed and regulated by 

the Companies Act (Act 71 

of 2008) 

 

Summary 

 

The co-operative business model has many advantages for a winery operation, be it as a 

legal co-operative or a legal company. The common reasons for forming a co-operative are 

exactly the same reasons for preserving the co-operative structure and are the factors that 

will benefit the winery in the future. Economies of scale, gaining market access, increasing 

bargaining power, sharing risks, and purchasing in bulk are but a few of the main 

encouraging reasons for a co-operative structure. 
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Section 5 

 

Conclusion 

 

 

Producer wineries have a long and important history in SA and internationally and are 

becoming even more important players in the global wine industry. Producer wineries are 

often overlooked because of the “high quantity, low quality” stigma. There are a few 

producer wineries that have created visible brands, but most only operate behind the scenes 

and feed other big brands from major companies. Producer wineries need to pull together to 

create lasting and sustainable brands while keeping a specific market and demand in mind. 

A more direct approach needs to be taken as opposed to the “wait for the bulk buyer” 

approach of the past. 

 

On both the product and process levels, consumption habits are changing, consumers are 

altering their lifestyles, innovations are taking place and producer wineries are equipped to 

keep up with changing demands. Producers must adapt to these changes; they must adjust 

their products as well as their structures and processes. Where wine was sold at the cellar 

door in the past without the requirement of taking it to the consumer, wine is now sold in a 

vast network of retail outlets and international markets. Adapt or die is the unfortunate reality 

for producer wineries. 

 

Smaller players are increasingly relying on producer wineries for their own livelihood. 

Producer wineries should better align themselves to capitalise on this. Setting up a network 

of producer wineries in the same region, pooling of resources and a bulk trading platform are 

all viable options to strengthen the competitiveness of producer wineries.  

 

Producer wineries are the life-blood of the global wine industry. The sooner they position 

themselves for this reality, the better it would be for the global industry as a whole. 
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List of appendices 

 

Appendix A:  

 

List of Producer wineries (SAWIS) 

 

 

Cellar 

 

Previous Region Members Founded 

1 Aan de Doorns 

  

Worcester 58 1954 

2 Ashton Wynkelder 

  

Robertson 52 1962 

3 Aufwerts 

  

Rawsonville 1 

 4 Badsberg Wine Cellar 

  

Rawsonville 23 1951 

5 Barrydale Cellar - SCV 

  

Barrydale 75 1941 

6 Boland Kelder 

  

Paarl 96 1947 

7 Bonnievale Cellar A Nordale Bonnievale 110 1951 

  

B Merwespont 

   

  

C Bonnievale 

   8 Botha Wine Cellar 

  

Worcester 

 

1949 

9 Bottelary Winery 

  

Stellenbosch 

 

1948 

10 Bovlei Cellar 

  

Wellington 32 1907 

11 Brandvlei Cellar 

 

Brandendevlei Worcester 19 1955 

12 Calitzdorp Cellar 

  

Calitzdorp 39 1928 

13 (Clairvaux Private Cellar) 

  

Robertson 2 1930 

14 Darling Cellars 

 

Mamreweg Darling 20 1948 

15 De Doorns Wynkelder 

  

Worcester 

 

1968 

16 De Wet Winery 

  

Worcester 60 1946 

17 (Douglas Wine Cellar)/Landzicht 

  

Douglas 

 

1974 

18 Du Toitskloof Winery 

  

Rawsonville 22 1962 

19 Griekwaland Wes Kooperasie 

  

Douglas 

 

1974 

19 Goudini Wines 

  

Rawsonville 40 1948 

20 Klawer Wine Cellars 

  

Klawer 96 1956 
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21 Koelenhof Winery 

  

Stellenbosch 67 1941 

22 (KWV) 

  

Paarl 

  23 Ladismith Cellar - SCV 

  

Ladismith 75 1941 

24 Langverwacht Koöp Wynmakery 

  

Bonnievale 25 1954 

25 

(Lutzville Cape Diamond 

Vineyards) 

  

Lutzville 

 

1963 

26 McGregor Wines 

  

McGregor 27 1948 

27 Montagu Wine & Spirits Company A Rietrivier Montagu 79 1941 

  

B Uitvlucht 

   28 Montagu Wine Cellar 

  

Montagu 68 1941 

29 Namaqua wines (Vredendal) 

  

Vredendal 200 

 30 Orange River Wine Cellar A Kakamas Upington 890 1965 

  

B Keimoes 

   

  

C Upington 

   

  

D Grootdrink 

   

  

E Groblershoop 

   31 Oudtshoorn Cellar - SCV 

  

Oudtshoorn 35 1975 

32 Perdeberg Winery 

  

Paarl 30 1941 

33 Riebeek Cellars 

  

Riebeek-Kasteel 40 1941 

34 Robertson Winery 

  

Robertson 43 1941 

35 Roodezandt Wines 

  

Robertson 60 1953 

36 Rooiberg Winery 

  

Robertson 30 1964 

37 (Simonsvlei International) 

  

Paarl 65 1945 

38 Slanghoek Winery 

  

Rawsonville 25 1951 

39 Stettyn Cellar 

  

Villiersdorp 4 1963 

40 Swartland Winery 

  

Malmesbury 60 1948 

41 Tulbagh Winery 

  

Tulbagh/Porterville 86 1906 

42 Uniwines A Daschbosch Rawsonville 50 

 

  

B Groot Eiland 
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C Nuwehoop 

   43 Villiersdorp Cellar 

  

Villiersdorp 40 1922 

44 Waboomsrivier Wine Cellar 

  

Worcester 

 

1949 

45 Wandsbeck Wyne Koöp Bpk. 

  

Robertson 19 1965 

46 Wellington Wines 

  

Wellington 79 

 47 Windmeul Cooperative Cellar 

  

Paarl 42 1944 
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Appendix B: 

 

Questionnaire sent to producer wineries 

 

Vraelys/ Questionnaire 

 

1. Hoeveel produsente is tans lid by u Kelder? Wie was die stigterslede?/ How many 

producers are currently members at your cellar? Who were the founder members? 

 

2. Wanneer en hoe is die kelder gestig?/ When and how was the cellar founded? 

 

3. Watter soort kultivars produseer u tans? En in watter persentasie?/ What varieties do 

you currently produce and what percentage of total production do they make up? 

 

4. Watter wynstyle produseer u hoofsaaklik en hoe groot deel vorm dit van die totale 

produksie? Watter van u wyne wen die meeste toekennings? Watter wyn is dit en 

watter toekennings?/ What wine-styles do you produce and what percentage of total 

production do they make up? Which of your wines win the most awards? Which wines 

and which awards? 

 

5. Wat is u grootste besigheid? Bulk/Bottel/Uitvoere/Plaaslik?/ What is your biggest 

business? Bulk/Bottle/Export/Local? 

 

6. Aan watter plaaslike kliënte verskaf u bulkwyn? Distell? KWV? DGB?/ To which local 

clients do you supply bulk wine? Distell? KWV? DGB? 

 

7. Wat is die personeel struktuur van u Kelder en hoeveel wynmakers het u tans in 

diens?/ What is the staff structure of your cellar and how many winemakers do you 

currently employ? 

 

8. Het u Kelder eers onder ‘n ander naam handel gedryf? Is u deel van ‘n samesmelting 

en sedert wanneer?/ Did your cellar previously do business under another name? Are 

you part of an aggregate and since when? 
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9. Hoeveel hektaar wingerd voed u Kelder? Hoeveel ton druiwe pars u gemiddeld per 

jaar?/ How many hectares do you have under vine? How many tonnes do you harvest 

on average annually?  

 

10. Funksioneer u tans as ‘n koöperatiewe Kelder of ‘n beslote korporasie/maatskapy? / 

Do you currently operate as a co-op cellar or a closed company? 

 

11. Aan watter plaaslike assosiasies behoort u tans? Pinotage? Chenin blanc? 

Muskadel?  Ens./ To which local associations do you currently belong? Pinotage? 

Chenin blanc? Muscadel? etc. 

 

12. Wat is huidiglik u SEB gradering?/ What is your current BEE rating? 

 

13. Aan watter akkreditasie voldoen u Kelder tans? HACCP? ISO? IPW?/ What 

accreditation does your cellar currently have? HACCP? ISO? IPW? 

 

14. Sou u belangstel in ‘n georganiseerde gemeenskaplike netwerk van koöperatiewe 

kelders in SA?/ Would you be interested in an organised communal network of co-op 

cellars in SA? 

 

15. Behoort u tans aan WKSA en find u baat by die organisasie?/ Are you currently a 

member of WCSA and do you find it to be beneficial? 

 

 

Baie dankie vir u tyd 

Thank you very much for your time 

 


